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For over 20 years FAB Design has created individual small series runs and unique one 
offs from exclusive base vehicles. This time the designers and developers have created  

a model named TERSO. The basis was provided by the McLaren MP 12C, but the Swiss 
have taken it and and created a completely new car that only reminds one to a limited    
degree of the British super sports car.  

 
The front is marked by a front skirt with large air intake valves, which after the motto 
„Form follows Function“ supplies the cooling system with fresh air. The sides of the de-

signer bumpers flow into the imposing forms of the wider wheel arches with the distinctive-
ly stylish air intake valves for the engine‘s central cooling system that frame the  

Elegant FAB Design Evolution three-part forged wheels. 
 
The aerodynamically perfectly formed sills complete the sporty sidelines of the TERSO  

before they uninterruptedly end in the equally wider designed rear wings of this super 
sports car. The transfer over to the newly designed rear is just as smooth. It not only  
has characteristic vent openings but also a diffuser that when it comes to combating  

lift at high speed supports the extendible rear wing.  
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In addition FAB-Design has mounted another adjustable but fixed rear wing on the rear 
hood that as required can be mounted or removed with only a few hand movements. 

 
A further highlight on this FAB Terso can be found in the aforementioned 3 part, 20 inch 

large Evolution complete wheels that are fitted on the front axle with 10inch 275/25ZR20 
and on the rear axle with 12 inch 325/30 ZR20. The 5 hole design, the concave shape  
and the delicate spokes harmonise perfectly with the classic sports silhouette. 

 
At the rear of the vehicle a FAB stainless steel sports exhaust mounted above the skirt  
with a 3-chamber carbon tail pipe lets the exhaust fumes sonorously free. The FAB de- 

velopers are naturally also improving the performance and thereby currently achieving  
a regular performance of 680 PS – instead of the production line 600 PS that the V8  

would otherwise send to the wheels. On top of this the engine‘s torque increases to a  
full 715 Nm. This means the Terso can sprint to 100 km/h in just 3 seconds and reach  
a top speed of around 343 km/h. 
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Naturally FAB can also individualise the interior. For this the customer has the choice of  
all imaginable materials such as, for example, leather, alcantara, carbon or aluminium. 

 
A special highlight is the secure rear storage compartment with special surround. This 
means that even when braking on the race track everything stays in its proper place.  

So that the passengers also safely stay in their seats the production line car seats have  
been replaced by sports seats with greater side support. In his hands the driver grasps  
a sports driving wheel covered in leather that allows a really tight grip. 

 
In the evenings a sophisticated ambient light system lights the interior and feelings of  

the passengers. 
 
This lets the FAB-Design Terso enjoy an individual exclusivity that makes it one of the  

icons in its super sport car class. It skillfully unites design, luxury and sportiness in one 
vehicle. 
 

 
 

 
 

 


